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LUC Collects $1251
But Recipients Doubtful
F r i e n d s M a y R e c e i v e uej Adinarayan who was to administer the funds to set up a
A m o u n t Set fo r I n d i a

r

9 to 1 O 'Clock

Friday, March 25, 1951

Mortar Board Plans Cartoon
Book of Win Jones Drawings
'Orticulation' Booklet Slated
For Sale After Spring Vacation

,
scholarship at the university. To S h o w B r o w n i n g
According to Ken Cummins unanswered letters a n d a c a - V e r s i o n ' M a r c h 2 7
and Dwight Peterson, chair blegram have forced LUC to
period will!-;---—— --- - An inspiring biography of a u An Orticulation
man and treasurer of LUC, a withhold the money.
..
,,
n
. sional being that sometimes rebe
sponsored
by
Mortar
Board. wmb|f,
,.awrellce studonlJ
If,
finally,
contact
is
not
esclassics
instructor
and
his
rivtotal of $1,251 has been collect
tablished w'ith IMadras officials, ^jj»y with a young teacher junior women's honorary socie- sometimes medieval knights,
ed hy the Lawrence United
the LUC committee has decid- |)oth f(Jr , he af(e(.tionj of hls ty, beginning April 12 This pe- and sometimes G.I. s. The Ort
Charities from students and t*d
ecj to
forward the
tn forward
th** money
mnn^v to
tn
riod W|H be heralded by the figured prominently in its
other individuals since the in- some other, charitable work
in
publication of a booklet of 70 creater’s campaign for prom
. . . in Wlle .,and. * * position
,
, -school
., I1953 His appearance
auguration of the drive at con India, preferably to activities provide the background for the 0f Win Jones’ cartoons that ,king_ in --sponsored by the American next Film Classics presenta- have appeared in the Lawrcn- on posters and other publicity
vocation January 13 by the Rev.
Friends service committee
tion, “ Browning Version” , to tian since 1951. The cartoons helped to cinch the election for
Ralph laylor Alton, trustee of q’jle remainder or about one- ,
”A .
. „ ~
are arranged in chronological Win.
the college and pastor of the third of the fund will be sent
8 iw n
the A it center Sun- ordCr.
Tli
The price of the booklet will
First Methodist church in Apthe Friends Service commit day* March 27 at 1:30, 3:30, The major character in the be 75 cents, and proceeds will
tee for work in Mexico.
6:30, and 8:30.
booklet is the Ort. a two-dimen- go to the LUC and to the Mor
pleton.
tar Board fund for the fresh
In addition to the above sum,
man cup and for the Sinarty
$144 was grossed from the sale
Party.
of Christmas cards in Decem-j
Win Jones, creator of the
ber. These figures compare to ;
Ort, was Lawrentian cartoonist
from his freshman year until
last year’s totals of $2400 for^
his mid-senior year in 1954. He
the drive and $244 from the
now is serving with the army
Christmas cards.
at Camp McCoy. His cartoons
With an aim this year of
appeared in the Fort Leonard
Wood and Fort Sheridan news
making contributions more of a
papers before his recent trans
personal matter, the drive
fer to McCoy. An exhibit of hi*
methods were revamped in
work was sent by the army to
such a way that cash donations!
be exhibited throughout the
Could be placed in envelopes
country.
and presented to LUC solici
The following statement is
tors. Unlike previous years!
quoted from an article that apthere was no goal set and there
jpeared in the Lawrentian when
was no pressurized soliciting, j
Win was drafted: "Jones and
Ken Cummins said that he
his cartoons brought a bit of
thought that this experimental,
peace amid sometimes civil
method had proved itself of
strife found on the back page.
definite value in view' of the
They
put a light in a place
amount of purely voluntary do
where many times no other
nations obtained.
light appeared. Together they
The LUC committee has run!
produced a smile, a chuckle, a
into some difficulty establish
laugh and a roar from other
ini; contact with Madras Uni
wise
studious, serious Lawren
versity in India, one of the two
tian tudents and (acuity mem*
supposed recipients of the char
ity fund. It was from this in
stitution that Lawrence obtain-l
ed its last year’s visiting pro
fessor of philosophy, Dr. SamSix Seniors W ere Recently Elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Dr. Douglas M . Knight announc- te r ^ f nex^'year.
S" IU S
ed the elections at the Honors convocation. Seated from left to right are Rosemary FreeBefore his freshman year at
m an, an English major and Arlene Keller, who is a German major. Standing, in the same Lawrence, Jones had never
order, are Fred Bayer, chemistry major, Dirk French, classics m ajpr, Ken Cum m ins, drawn a cartoon. He says that
whose m ajor is bioloqy and Jam es Sackett, an anthropology major.
Iit takes from four to eight
hours between the first stir
rings of an idea and the final
forums. For this purpose the
finished product. According to
events have generally been
this statement, about 420 hours
of work have gone to produce
scheduled on Thursday eve
the cartoons in the booklet.
ning.
Combined with those hours is
First of these forums will be
a __ , , 4
r, „
dose
of
Applicants
for the homecom- an . extra-large
.
„
. . talent
. ,
posts. . and
held.-----Tuesday.
March 29 at the. Officers for. SEC
BY BILL SWANSTROM
----------------.
.
_
and „a delightful y whimsical
A belated response to assist-Beta Theta Pi fraternity house
CVa 'r0mc? ™
i n« co-chairmanship are Doug humor,
Dean
ant professor of history W illiam jffom 7 to 8:30 p .m . According e*
C‘' ? _* ' arCh
28 applications;
at ‘ he SEC Hagen andj Ginny Stone,
______
These
, ’
Ar.i
a
•
A Chaney’s plea for a “ Ren-'to Earl
- . Bracker,
D.
.......
. , by letter to the SEC under Wolske and Sue Dilday, -luck / j t h A f i n i V G r S Q r y
co-chairman
were
paissance at Lawrence” has,
.
...
iTichenor
Perry
materialized lately in the form <* the first forum, and Kappa the new amendment.
;.
.
cand uCynthia
.
‘ ' " f i Bela Theta chapter of Alpha
of a student sponsored, student Delta representative Natalie Applicants for v.ce president and Hanny Hoehn and Barb ch| ()mpga has announced the
planned and student supervised Schroeder an informal round are Na" Cy BrlC*’ D0" '-at1'" ^ rlc1l: so" 1 J o >'cp1 Damron Olin- coming celebration of lls Silver
r , " ; '," ‘
^enroeder, an informal round flnd Davp Sackett John B o rg e s da Haehlen and Sue Mumme ,.nnivprsarv _ 25 vears on th*
A committee of Dick Bering-lable talk‘ followcd b» an °Pcn Rolf Dehmel. Dave Hathaway, have applied for the position of Lawrcnce campus.
er and Natalie Schroeder has discussion, will be presented. Phil May, Kay Murray and coffee hour chairman.
The festivities at Lawrence
been set up under the chairFive more programs
are Joan Timmerman have applied
Karl Bracker and Kon Max- have been delayed for over a
manship of Bob Kuelthau to co- scheduled for the semester. All [ ° J tthl! fp? fjti on„®f ?
?
?
f° r convo' 1month pending the arrival of
er. Hal Homann and Bob Ne- cation chairman,
Mrs. Kennard Jones, National
ordinate activities.
Kuelthau students and residents of Ap-J
gronida arc competing for ba- Union chairman candidates Collegiate Vice President, from
explained that, “ Because of the
wide range of topics to be cov pleton are invited to attend and ketball representative to the are Niel Lien, Jack Scambel, Spokane, Washington, who w ill
athletic board. John Gundiach John Wichman and Dean Wol- he visiting the Lawrcnce chapered. the committee is hopeful participate
that it will become an integral Original impetus for a regen- *** the only applicant for theske. Mike Boniel has applied ter from Sunday, March 27 un
Bob for the post of polling chair- til Wednesday, March 30.
representative
part of the liberal arts tradi- crated enthusiasm for creative football
Merry and Mike Si- man and Jack Leatham and Highlighting the occasion w ill
tion at Lawrence.”
thinking in students at Law-i, ° x , tChuck
l
Under the flexible plan, one rence came in part from Chan- monds are candidates for the John Owen are applying for be a reception, given in honor
the the polling co-chairmanship.
of Mrs. Jones, for all Alpha Chi
fraternity and sorority, and -or ey's December, 1953 convoca- track representative on
Rolf Dehmel and Dave Hath- alumnae, students, and the fac
an independent group of men tion address, “ Lawrence dur- board.
or women, will jointly sponsor ing the Rennaisance” . In that Judie Walworth and Lyle Del- away are candidates for the ulty of Lawrence college. This
an evening’s activity, selected address, Chaney said, “ One wichc and Betsy Jarrett and new - student week chairman- event will be held Tuesday eve
by representatives of each can never find the right answer Bruce Stodola are the social co- ship. Cynthia Clark and Rolf ning. March 29, from 7:30 until
group.
if he does not know the right chairmen applicants. Pep co- Dehmel have submitted a joint 9 o’clock in the Wriston room
Perhaps the new’ chairmen applicants are John application for co-chairmen of or the Worcester Art center.
The forums will range from question
The members of Alpha Chi
informal speeches to debates committee will fill this need. Borges and Sue Faber, Bob the same committee.
and panel discussions. Convo- Appropriately the committee Fox and Carolyn Johnson, Bob Applications for the rules and Omega have invited all Law
cation speakers possibly will be has selected Chaney for its ad- Nye and Bunny Moore and Hal student handbook chairmen- rentians to stop in and join in
Homann and Mar Wilson.
jships were not available.
[the celebration.
invited to participate in certain viser.

Student Groups
Plan Topics for
Forum Talks

Name Candidates for SEC
Positions; Election March 28

,
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■
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Baxman, Robinson Elected
To N ational Music Honorary

Choir Marks 25th Year
With Expanded Activity

Two Lawrence college sen- ---------------------- —
iors in the conservatory of muDelta Gam m a soronty,
sic were elected to Pi Kappa and is winner o£ a *ood man*
|Lambda society, national pro- muslcal h o n o r s o n the Kansa*
It is silver anniversary year - —
--fessional honor group, a n d 1 am pus.
for the Lawrence college choir Although the cuitains always
their names were made known
1!>
8 louP ot stn*
this season; just 25 years back, Part ®" » well-organized enlast
Thursday
in
Memorial
*
01fc
lu
b€
chosen
t0 *** Kappa
in the winter of 1930, the en- semble, the Lawrence choir
chapel by Dr. Douglas M. Lambda since its founding.
semble took to the road for the has had more than its share of
Knight, lt was part of a cere- President of the organization
first time.
unscheduled backstage trouble.
mony honoring all top ranking is Paul Hollinger, vice - presiTo celebrate the anniversary,
One year a nieasle epiacademidians in the college, dent is Marguerite Schumann;
the choir’s activity is greatly
and included the election of secretary is Eleanore Hire,
demie
put
half
the
men
in
expanded. It sang a nationwide
Phi Beta Kappas.
and treasurer is Marshall B.
Christmas broadcast on the quarantine in one fraternity
Chosen to the music group Hulbert.
Mutual hookup, it is taking a bouse, although the singers
were Beverly Baxman, and
week-long concert tour at the were unaffected by the spots.
Mary Lou Robinson. M i s s A n n o u n c e I n i t i a t i o n s
end of March and has polished The show had to go on, so
D onald V orpahl
Basman is a piano major with
off one oratorio — “ The Mes the local medical authorities
James Ming, and Mrs. Robin- I n t o D r a m a H o n o r a r y
siah” by Handel.
suggested a platform ten feet
son studies organ with LaVahn The Sunset Players, local
It is id so the first anniver behind the rest of the choir
sary of the choir’s director, for the quarantined members
Maesch.
honorary dramatics organlzaMiss Baxman is a member of tions on (he Lawrence campus,
LaVahn Maesch, who took with strict isolation between
Mortar Board, is vice-president initiated ten new members into
over the baton a year ago groups.
from Dr. Carl J. Waterman,
of Alpha Delta Pi sorority; and the society yesterday afterAnother year it was Director
was chosen one of the four n0 on.
now retired after directing Waterman who caused medical
Lawrence
groups
for 43 worries. Slipping on the ice a
Best Ix>ved senior women sev- Meredith Masterson, Ronald
years
eral weeks ago. She plays in Scinwell, Patricia Dresbacli,
month before the concert tour,
Maesch. the new conductor, he broke his ankle, and was |/prif#l| XllllflrlV
the college orchestra and band, j0h
n Wilson, Philip Holmes,
is not at all new to Law 1 ence forced to conduct rehearsals l > v v l l U l ■ ^ U ll ^ W W
and has done a great deal of Uavid Jones, Bruce Sielaff,
musical life. He has been pro- from an arm chair. By tour
accompanying.
Virginia Zastrow and Mrs.
fes.sor of organ and music his- time his sense of balance was Donald Vorpahl, organist,
Mrs. Robinson, wife of piano Richard Willis were honored at
lory at the conservatory since so developed that he managed will present his senior recital instructor Forrest Robinson, the ceremony,
his own graduation more than to stan(j on one foot fGr his di Sunday evening. March 27, at
^er £*rs* two and a
25 years ago. His rearrange- rector chores,
years of college work at Kan8:15 In the I.awrenee Memorial
un|versity. she transferred
ment of duties now give him the
One of the high points in
Lawrence last year after her
title of professor of organ and recent years was a joint ap chapel. Vorpahl, who Is from
the studio of LaVahn Maesch m arn
an<) has
heard
director of choral music.
pearance with Clare Booth
uenlly as „r(!anist at col-!
When Maesch took over the Luce, II. S. ambassador in and <» a candidate for the de- ,
* ,u m ti0„». She is affiliated
choral directorship last year, he Italy, celebrated playwright, *ree of Bachelor of Music with
________
inherited a choir that had won ambassador to Ital^ and mag a major in organ, will perform ®
""
wide mention for concert and azine editor. The choir shared the following, which include
°dy by J. Schop, d:c. 1664
radio appearances. The winter a program with her in Kohl selections by Bach, Handel,
Prelude and Fugue on B-A-C-H,
of 1930 saw the first Lawrence er, Wis., an industrial village and Liszt:
PROGRAM
............................ Franz Uszl W e ll- e d u c a te d . a le r t , a m b i t i o u * g ir l* w h o
musical excursion of a mixed noted for the quality of its
p le m e n t t M r n H ^ i • • lo c a t io n w i t h Gil>l•M
choir. But musicians at the public programs. The year Prelude and Fugue in E flat Casual Brevities
s e c r e t a r ia l I r a i r . i t i * a n p r e f e r r e d r a n d i« i» ,t« t
Major (St. Anne) J. S. Bach The Desert
college had been tour-minded before, the choir was invited
W rl i t
f o r r M p o n ftlb i* j o t * in wry S e M .
Chollas
Dance
For
You
Suite
for
a
Musical
C
lo
c
k
.........
C o lle g e D p m for < .ib « s G i r l s a t W o r k .
ever since the hofse and buggy to_____
_ ___
___
share
the platform
with
Yucca (The Candle of O u t
S tM la l C*ur»* f t r Co'le»« W »»»l»
........................
G.
F.
Handel
days. Earliest out-of-Appleton, King Peter of Yugoslavia, but
Lord)
Prelude
performance by any college a conflict in dates preventK A T H A R IN E P T D D C
Opntia (Prickly Pear)
Air
group look place 111 the 1H80 s.
Saguaro (Giant Cactus)
A
Voluntary
on
a
Flight
of
when a band ef singers and since 1930. when Waterman
Toccata on "O Filii et Filiae’ emicn 1*. ?i **■*.(««*»« nw rm> it. nora* *«•
Angels
mandolin players trekked
30 combined his men’s and wom..............Lynne wood Farnam
^
nules through the wcauls to (>n’s choruses and picked the Menuet
Gigue
Green Bay, Wis., to bring culeach fwr tour purposes,
ture to the natives there.
tj,e 80-voiced concert choir has Werde Munter Percy Whitlock
When Dr. t ai l J. W ate 1 man h*en chosen from a field
of a hymn-prelude from a melcame to Lawrence to teach in more than 200 voices.
1910, he put concert touring 011
Appearances in Chicago
an organized basis, shepherding and
Milwaukee
form the
separate men's and women's backbone of each year’s trip,
glee clubs around W isconsin for but the group has strayed to
three weeks at a time.
Minnesota, southern Illinois,
Most spectacular of these ear Indiana, and Iowa. They have
ly appearances occured in Mil sung frequently over network
waukee, when for novelty ef hookups and have recorded
fect. the men's glee club was an album of traditional choir
scheduled to trot out on the favorites.
D ial 4 -4 2 3 4
stage, two by two, with the con- The choir will be garbed in
ductor bringing up thc 1 ear. €Vening wear for its formal conJust as Waterman pianced into C(,rtS( an(j a good share of the
1 0 8 S. O n e i d a
audience view, a mis-step sent nurnhers will have the assisthim sprawling halfway across ancc of instrunu<nls.
the stage, lie rated that au
dience the easiest to warm up
111 all his 41 years conducting.
One of the outstanding accom
panists in thc days of the men’s
glee club was student LaVahn
Maesch, who now has the di
rector's job.

Organ Major to
Present Senior
Recital Sunday
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not something American or any ing to established orthodoxies
The Lawrentian 3
other society is unanimously That is why some people seem Friday M arch 25 1955
enthusiastic aboutit, or wel- on principle suspicious of new ________ !___________ ^ '________
comes automatically. There knowledge or new interpretanature? A recent article on so
will always be those who view tions of experience. . . You
cial organizations at Lawrence
with alarm either the advance would do well to remember that
ment of knowledge or the criti since,
this world n"cs, many . . . . says: ‘We have been torreinterpretation of existing persons are hound to be suspi-tunate that the spectre of racal reinterf
knowledge
Adventures of cious of Intellectuality, they cial discrimination and other
the mind or spirit require free- may even be suspicious of you. similar controversies ha
not
dom ai.d entail risks. There We fervently hope you will had to be a factor to divide
Mr. Craig R. Thompson, promust be freedom to explore justify some of their suspicions members of tho
individual
fessor of English, delivered the
au*hor. A. N. Whitehead:
new territory—to explore it for
groups.’ But is it so great a feat
m ain address at the honors ‘The vitality of thought is in yourself, that is, not on a guidCritical Attitude
,to avoid the spectre of racial
convocation last Thursday. Be- adventure.’ By adventuring, he ed tour. There must be freedom
After contrasting adventure discrimination’ when you have
cause of many student requests do€S not mean Just striking out to read and write and talk i a n d
contention.
P t o l c s s o t virtually no other races he t*
...
.
. blindly. You have to use knowl- freedom that is reeeotive
receptive ti
to Thompson urged students to be t0 discriminate against1* I venfor copies of the speech, the
edge and experience. Adventur- speculation and criticism, since critical towards many of the ture to suggest that before we
major part of the talk is print-__
ers who make unnecessary or adventure is not the same as conventions of college life, to sing hymns to our own virtues
ed here. Any students wishing mischievous mistakes are. hedradition. convention, or indoc-j see them for what they really we
be a little more critical
to have a complete copy ot the says damncd r,M)|4
‘That is trination. Everyone of us here are. and not to accept them too about (he facts The artich iu
address may pick one up in where learning comes in. Ad- is committed to this adventur- complacently.- “ Take your
the president s office at the be- venturers must use their rea- ing, though we set out in dif selves, as Lawrence students. question concludes that these
.
. . . .
.
...
social organizations help to
ginning of next week. Copies ^
and must .
know the past, ferent directions and travel at I)o you consistently live up to huild Lawrence men and wornof the speech will be distribut so as not to go on repeating the different paces None of us can the critical standards a college
en. regardless of creed, into a
ed to all faculty members.
mistakes of history.’ The ear- be sure when or how the ad ought to exemplify? For ex- solid group, students
and
“ On this conventional occa- lier the adventures__________
___ ____
begin, and ________
ventures will
end_______
A Phi Beta ample, there is much talk here alumni, of good Christian peosion we ought to tiy to go be- ^he longer they last, the more Kappa key gives a promising about freedom. Do you believe p|e-—Christian
people, mind
yond the forms and formalities exciting they can be. Any in- start. It does not guarantee ar- in fteedom from compulsion to you, regardless of creed!—and
and get closer to its real mean- tellectual adventures you may rival in good condition. .
conform to a narrow, local pat- f j n e Americans.
Could L a w ing. The real meaning of Hon- have in college, any intellectual
Justifying Suspicions
tern of dress and behavior? O r ,reiM.e offer or give more?’ Im
ors day, I suggest, is that discoveries you make here, are
‘Adventure
means
do you approve of making all a sjng|e word. yes. It could, and
those whose names ate on the important, whether recorded since it means facing the un- freshmen wear silly.. green capshope it does, offer a n in
Honors list have lust been plac- hy grades or on honors lists or known or uncertain Learning when they come here? Do you tellectual training that will en
ed
on
probation
If this not. But unless you go on ad- and teaching have always been see our social organizations in
seems
a somewhat dim venturing, go on using your risks, because they open doors proper perspective, and as con able one, in Newman's phrase,
view of the occasion, or seems critical intelligence, you will to new and different ideas and ventions? Or do you mistake the ‘to detect what is sophistical
a paradox, let me a<ld at once never get off probation. . . . experiences. These may turn local fraternity and sorority and to discard what is irrelethat everyone of us here, inso “ Adventures of thought are out to be dangerous or disturb- system as part of the order of
TURN TO PACK 4
far as he is scholar or student,
teacher or learner, it ou proba
tion. If you have attained dis
tinction in studies, that fact
Man Most Likely Toreflects credit on you and on
the college. But it does not
guarantee that you will live up
to this promise, or that ten
years from now you will be
leading anything more pro
found than the collected prose
w t ilings of Norman Vincent
Peale. How can we. or you, or
J
the Phi Beta Kappa Society bo
Certain that grades denote
genuine, abiding intellectual
curiosity and integrity as well
as success in classroom per
formance? We cannot; and
neither can you. That is why
you are on probation, and will
be for a long time to come.
Calculated Risks
‘ This, in my opinion, is the
other side of Honors day. The
honors are well deserved, yet
in a sense provisional. There
ls a similar sort of contrast
about all conventional celebra
tions in our college year. ‘Con
vention’ i m p l i e s something
safe,
assured, respectable.
What could be safer than prais
ing scholars and scholarship on
Honors day? Actually, though,
scholarship and liberal studies,
and tlie kind of outlook they
imply, are not always safe.
They inform; they illumine;
they may even inspire. But they
disturb, too; they may impose
doubts, because they change
some of your idea* as well as
enlarge understanding a n d
imagination. They do any or
all of these things if. as people
say, they ‘take’ ; if they stick.>
But to what extent do they
stick 9 Studies involve calculat
ed risks. One of the commonest
risks,
ironicallv
eough—one
that f ask you particularly to
think about today—is that after
four years of attending to lib
eral studies, the graduate may
then put them on the shelf and
forget all about them. Why is
it a convention to regard col
lege as a four-year affair only?
Or, as the question was recent
ly put by another. ‘What is it
in our educational process or
culture at large that often
causes a liberal education to
end on Commencement Day?’
1 lielieve that for many jiersons.
— Am erica’s best filter cigarette.
education does not end on Com
mencement day F.ven if it did,
W h a t a filter— that pure white Miracle Tip really filters. And you
I am not sure that this is an ex
clusively American failing. But
get all the taste! Campus after campus agrees—‘ L k M stands out
it is a failing, and a far too
from all the rest!”
common one in American edu
cation. . . .
Adventuring
“ The alternative to conven
tion, especially the convention
of treating college a* a fourA'-u
year affair, is cogently stated
( I'wuin * M u n Timai c* I *
by the freshman class's favor-

Scholars, Teachers on
Probation According to
Thompson's Convo Talk

CAM PU S “ STAND-OUTS”

He

got

and

g o t ev e ry th in g

Dig those L&M’s!

4
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Spring Come to
brought a reprieve
unpacking packed
Nature's daughter
campus.

the Lawrence campus and with her she
from classes and the sight of Lawrentians
ski togs to frolic in the snow that M other
Spring had so generously spread o'er the

Warner and Patricia Dresback,
and .freshman women were
Dorothy Hur, Deborah Para*
dise, Carol Hagedorn, Helen
Women ranking scholastical Bullard, Joyce Freiberg and
ly at the top of their classes
Holly Piper.
were guests of honor at the Mortar Board h o n o r a r y
annual Mortar Board Smarty
members and advisers also h U
Party last night. The event was
tended.
held at Brokaw hall and speak
er was Miss Dorothy Draheim.
Sig Fp Bunny Hop
Senior women who attended
or
the banquet were B a r b a r a
What’s Up, Doc?
Live rabbits will be run
Bruce, Vernita Anderson Cope
land, Carole Meartz, Beverly ning around the Sig Ep house
Friday night, April 1 from 8
Hart, Joan Hajostek, and the
to 11 o’clock. Rabbits and
Mortar board members. Ju n  guests will dance to the mus
iors at the banquet were Joan ic of Jim m y James and hi,
Bernthal, Kay Murray, Natalie combo. According to the Sig
Schroeder, Anne Shafer, and Fp butch, all Lawrentiann
Joan Timmerman. Sophomores are invited to attend, with or
were Peggy Landis, Cathleen without long ears.
Major, Roberta Luce, Marillyn

Scholars Honored
At 'Smarty Party'

Delta G am m a sorority danced their way to first place in the annual folk dance festival
held last Friday night in the compus gym. Dressed in kilts and bonme caps the lassies
performed a spirited H ighland Fling From right to left the clanswomen are: Leslie G il
bert, Sue Hackett, Cynthia Clark, Gail Cramer, Phyllis Greiner and Lynn Semple.

DG Dancers
Win First Place
In Folk Festival

Print Main
Context of
Thompson's Talk
(Continued from page 3)

vant.’ This is something we
have to learn here and now. . .
“ Even in a college there is
The annual Folk Dance Fes- machinery to trap us, distrac
Hval, sponsored by WRA under tions to beguile us from intel
the direction of Lois Niemi lectual or artistic adventures,
was held Friday, March IH at conventions that may be taken
7 o’clock. It commenced with too much for granted. Honors
the grand march in which all day is an important event, not a
the Festival dancers partici-' distraction. But because it is
pated.
also a convention, we may over
The Delta Gammas, led by
look its real significance. Those
Jane Kaiser, won first place
honored
today are on probation,
with their Highland Fling. The
I hold, because henceforth they
girls were attired in clan plaid
kilts and caps with flowing red will have responsibility for liv
ribbons. IM Beta Phi and Kap ing up to the promise an-

nounced, to the standard of per
formance reached. The test of a
college—any college—is the
kind of critical intelligence it
fosters, the kind of critical
conscience exhibited by its
graduates. The adventures we
are engaged on here, whatever
their success to date for some
of you, will signify only if they
lead to further adventuring.
When you reach the point, if
you ever do. of combining
knowledge with intellectual in
dependence, of using what is
good in a convention whilst re
jecting what is stultifying, you
w ill then at last be off proba
tion.”

When You're
Looking For Gifts

pa Delta sororities tied for sec
ond place. The Pi Phis per Japanese dance taught by Joan
You'll Find Them at
formed a Siamese dance un Brussat was done by the Alpha
Delta
Pi’s
who
looked
Oriental
der the direction of Nancy
Klostermann. The girls wore in their kimonos.
the appropriate Far Eastern The judges were Miss Ruth
outfits and each wore a myriad Orr. Miss Anne Jones and Mrs.
of long colored beads. The Kap McMahon. The dances were
pa Deltas brought back the judged on originality, skill of
early American spirit with performance and the spirit of
205 I. College Ave.
their square dance and west the dance.
ern attire.
Alpha Chi Omega placed
third with l.a Cuccar a c h a.
They wore red and black
Spanish costumes and were led
by Phyllis Anderson.
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
performed a Mexican dance,
l.a Bottella under the direction
of Judy Hamley. They were
dressed in peasant attire and
W ith a Convenient Postal Substation
their faces were darkened. A
for Busy Students

The
Treasure Box

jo million times a day

at home, at work or while at 'play

There’s
nothing
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is a unique laboratory presen
tation of members in the play
directing class directing vari
ous plays or cuttings of wellknown playwrights. The direc
tors, on the whole, work with
inexperienced actors as part o£
their training.
“ The Glittering Gate,” direct
ed by Virginia Zastrow. is a sa
The Lawrence College Thea tirical fantasy of entertainment
tre one-act season from t he that takes its setting in a Lone
play directing class will open ly Place outside the gates of
its spring season next Thurs Heaven. The cast consists of
day in the union Viking room. two burglars, one of whom has
been dead for twenty years,
“ The Glittering Gate,” by Lord
and their attempt to enter the
Dunsany, and “The Boor,” by Gate. The role of Jim will be
Anton Chekov, will be present portrayed by John Windsor and
ed March 31 starting at 7:00. Tom Plaehn will play the part
The one-act season of plays of Bill Production is under the
supervision of Philip Mayer.
fic circles, she has proved her- “ The Boor,” directed by Ron
seld a valuable asset to the ros ald Kivell, is a light farcial
Lyfe Delwiche us
trum of Instructors in Science comedy.
Smirrtov,
Gail
Cramer as Mjs.
hall. For the last eight years
she has run the geology labor Popov, John Purves as Luka,
atories — (“ 1 didn’t dare let and Nick Kaiser, Robert Notanyone know how little 1 knew toli, James Schlick, and Mike
about geology when 1 started— Gahagen as the workmen, high
Ready to Sally Forth to Rescue any Lawrentians lost in the m ountains of snow on I just read like crazy for more light the cast. The scene is
their trek to the Union, Yukon King von Schwartz Hof, the Phi Delt dog, answered the than a year” , she remarks on Mrs. Popov’s living room. Phil
ip Mayer is production man
call of all good Saint Bernards. Assisted by Fred Bayer, Tom Sprackling and Jerry Hart, the side ); for another two
ager for the second play also.
took
zoology
labs;
King m aintained patient vigilance throughout the blinding blizzard that kept al Law- -"‘‘V s s u‘
and this semester she is getrentians from classes.
________ting back to home plate in bio
logy.
nursing schools and women’s An adage has it that a pro
finishing schools.
phet is never appreciated in her Here's a r ar e op po rtu ni ty fo
Mrs. Gilbert can afford to be home town, but this is not trui
LAY IN A SUPPLY OF
tolerant with students who look for Margaret Shea Gilbert, for
one of the books her colleagues
WHITE & W YCKO FfS
lethargically towards science. in Lawrence college’s Science
She disliked the subject in high hall have put 011 the required
Beautiful
school, and took zoology in col- reading list for biologists is
New
lege “ very reluctantly — to fill “The Biography of the Unthe requirement” . Within a se- born.”
mester she was converted, and
“ Science and the M odern--from then 011 zoomed through
World,” present subject of con- seen through the microscope her bachelor's at Oberlin; masfusion for freshmen and object *nt0 a book of popular prose tprs a* Wellesley; and doctor..
. many camp-which
W h if h after
nftnr .p
u p n tp p n v
p a rs is
iv at<*
medical
of- conversation
in
seventeen
yeais
M at Cornell
her wo|.R
flt thpSchool,
me(J
us circles should pose no prob- st,H bringing her regular roy- jcal school. where there is a
WHILE THIS MONEY-SAVING
lems for Margaret Shea Gil- allies. “ The Biography of the splendid collection of embryos,
bert. Mrs. Gilbert has studied Unborn” is the non technical that enabled her to do an auththe natural sciences for many story of the first nine months oratative doctor's thesis on the
1 3 0 E. C o l l e g e A v e .
years and has obtained her 0f human existence. When it development of the brain; and
bachelor’s, masters and doctor- was published in 1938 it won a Save her a complete notebook
3-9716
ate and is presently teaching $ 1000 prjze for the best scienti- from which to draw for her
biology here at Lawrence col- fjc b00k for popular reading; a P o p u la r ly written book,
lege.
prize given by the publishers. Aside from the prestige Mrs.
“ Where the telescope ends, Williams and Wilkins, co., lead- Gilbert has attained in scientithe microscope begins. Which ing printers of scientific and
of the two has the grander medical works,
view?” mused Victor Hugo j n lhe years that intervened,
sometime during the last cen- Mrs Gilbert’s book has been
tury.
translated and printed in Spain,
For Mrs. Gilbert, the grand- Hungary, England,- Germany,
H a i r C u t t i n g & Styli ng
er view has always been the Brazil, Japan, and India. In the
Phone 4-2131
one through the microscope: original English version it is
and the first spark of human regularly used as a text in
life — embryology — has been ------ ----------— -----the subject of her searching
eye.
Women PD's in embryology
are unique in their existence,
Ice C r e a m S P E C I A L o f t h e M o n t h
and Mrs. Gilbert has still an
other claim to recognition, for
she has translated what she has

Schedule Two
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W H ITE
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paper reflects.
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together, if desired.
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Track Squads to Hold
Skirmish at Vike Field
H o m e T e a m s H o s t s t o anciola is undergoing an eye
R e d m e n V a r s i t y , F r o s h operation and is unable to com
pete. Klingbiel is the only var
Because of Ripon college ’s
sity competitor in the broad
lack of indoor track facilities,
and high jump. Swearingen wilt
Lawrence’s dual meet with the
broadjump for the freshmen
Redmen Saturday, March 26.
and Arno Haering will enter the
p. nv, at Alexander gym,
high jump.
Only Viking pole
will involve both freshman and
vaulter is Tom Sprackling for
varsity for practice sake only.
the varsity.
No scores will be kept.
Putting the 16 pound shot for
Running for the varsity in the
the number one team will be
U ndaunted by the 12 Inches of snow, two members of the Lawrence golf team, letter- 45 yard dash will be Bruce Ka- Bob Meyer and Tom Plaehn.
men John Purvis, shown pointing at the ball, and Ron Kivell typify the spirit of the pitzke
and Tom Klingbiel.
Freshmen shotputters art* John
Imksmen os they struggle ogoinst the elements to get into shope for their first motch.
Freshmen in this event are
Winsor, Wayne Kellogg, and
Tom Compere, Carl Solberg,
Frank Cole.
John Peterson, and
George
Commenting on the prospects
Purucker. Both high and low
of the Ripon meet, Coach A. C.
hurdles will be run by
Dick
Denny stated, “ They (Ripon)
Bundies and Kapitzke. Repre
don't have much on the varsity
senting the frosh in this event team which is not unusual but.
will be Compere. The two men their freshman squad is strong.
tioned events and the other In fact, the freshman team is as
running events will be on tiie strong if not stronger than the
varsity.”
basketball floor while the field
Constituting the power of the
Elect N e g r o n i d a N e w
events will take place down Ripon varsity are two men:
P resident of L Club
stairs on the indoor track.
Ulysess Doss and Sam Holmes.
BY JIM MORRIS
Thursday night, March 17,
The distance events includ- Doss, one of the twenty-five
on
The Lawrence tenuis team’s markable net prowess last year the “ L” club initiated 16 new *l,g lhe 440. 880. mile, and two men vying for positions
Coach Bill Holinger's Redman
possible “ darkhorse ' rating iu as freshmen and should com members from track, football. I mile runs, will probably be run
team, is capable of competing
the Midwest Conference this pensate partially for the loss basketball, and cross country. Kn
form.
Entered in the in almost every event except
, ..
440 relay are Klingbiel, Kapitzyear will lean heavily on the of Turk Tippet. Ed Grosse, and
, h <' c e r e m o n ie s ele ctio n kv B u n d le s a lld a „ un d e € ld e d the longer distances. Running
Klmer
Pfefferkorn
(last
year’s
the mile and two mile for Ripon
performance of its two sophoof officers was held. Past presi- fourth for the varsity.
Commores, Dick Mine and Denny one, two and four men, re dent Roger Stiles turned the pere, Solberg, Purucker, and is Holmes who took fourth in
the conference meet last year.
l)t* Mets. Rine, one of the most spectively >
gavel over the junior Bob Ne Hill Swearingen will compete
Following the Ripon meet,
The
loss
of
the
three
men
will
Versatile athlete* in the confer
gronida. a two letter man In J,'", thf freshmen Vikes in the the Lawrence thinclads will
!880 relay will be Peterson, Pu- meet the Green Gulls of M il
ence, and De Mets showed re- hamper Lawrence’s bid for the |basket ball.
rucker, Swearingen, and Coin- waukee State college March 30,
conference net title. Tippet in
Taking over the job of vice- pere for the frosh and the var- at Lawrence.
the singles and Grosse with his
president from Jim Overby was sity will use the same team as
counterpart, Gast. in the dou co-captain of next year's grid was used in the 440 relay.
bles were the mainsprings in
. .
_
,
Only a varsity team will be
squad. John Gundlach
Bob
, he mi|e and , wo m||p re|iys
the tennis machine.
Kueltbau was elected to the it will be composed of Mike
Dick Gast is the only return
ing Lawrence letterman and job of secretary of the club.!Simonds, Chhuck Merry, Phil
should lend the experience to He is a member of the swim Weber, and Doug Hagen. Bert
Walker and Tom I.arsen are the
Members of Aquafin will pre
,,
...
, „ bolster the Y’ike chances. Still team.
The all college wrestling tour, ., .,
Succeeding
Dick
(last
a
s.
only freshmen running distance sent their annual spring water
*
*
Coach Frosty Sprowl hopes
Ii ament was held at Alexander to stai.t pla t lu e April 12 with treasurer of the “ I/* club is events.
show. “ Under the Big Top” at
Lawrence field events will be Alexander gymnasium pool at
gym March 14 and 15. with ap a full roster. Among the can- double monogram wrestler.
Dick Beringer.
somewhat lacking since Sal Ci- 7:30 this evening.
proximately 20 b o v s taking didates bidding for a spot on
The program is directed by
part. I Oder the auspices ot 'I * *<‘»m a n : ' Mac Cowell.
Kay Murray.
president
of
1
,
. „
‘
Wally Karst, Stretch Hart, Ken
wrestling coach Benue llesel■Sei>fpUi J|in|or () NVjI
and
Aquafin. Pat Dresback is tech
nical director for the produc
ton and some of the boys on his Kloyd Hudec all of whom saw
tion. Mrs. Louis Bateman, as
team, serving as timers and as varied action last year.
sistant professor of physical
Sistant referees, the matches as Whether Lawrence can fare
education is the club’s faculty
a whole were very well con as well this year a> last will
ducted.
depend largely on the return- Ever since the first lleidel- proficient in all three styles— adviser. Aquafin is under the
After a series of hard fought inn strength of both C arleton f>orR undergraduate *t a r t e d saber, foil and epee. Achieving financial sponsorship of WRA.
duels, the l>cst grunt and groan and Grinnell. l^ist year Carle- earving his classmates with in- a balance between the styles
Barbara Ewert, Jean Jack
man in school who did not com ton edged the Vikes out by one ^t>rt‘st,ng lace scars, college has been the Law rent i a n s son, Kay Murray, Sue Willem
pete m varsity competition dur- |H>int w ith Grinnell closing a students have been intrigued problem. Most of this year they and Marna Wilson will swim
Ing the course of the season fast third. All the schools in by lencing.
have spent on tho foil, and in the cat number. Joy Colturned out to be Burt Gold-the conference s h o u l d be Men at Lawrence have been this month they will switch to linse, Peggy Landis and Mar
thwaite in the 130 pound class, stronger this year and offer Involved in the sport for six the saber and the epee.
cia Grim m will appear as two
Bill Blask iu the 137 division, stiffer competition, but this re-vears* and as evidence that it Target areas differ in each bears and a trainer. Agile acro
and frosh star Randy Koser in i>ortcr looks into his crystal ,s Kaining popular ground, it style of dueling. In foil fencing, bats will be Barbara Fiewregthe 147 category.
ball and sees the same three on wil1 ho taught for three nine- the front and back torso is the er. Carolyn Johnson, and Jane
At the top or the heap in the top
What order? Only time "eek sessions this year instead target; in epee any part of the Kaiser.
tough 157 weight class was an- and Rine can tell.
o f the usual two. Thirty men body is vulnerable; and in saSue Brow n. Shirley Cox, Les
other freshman, Jack Scam- Coach Sprowl hasn't com- have elected the sport each her, anything above the waist lie Gilbert, Mary Mingus. Mar
bier. Doug Hagen won the 167 plcted the Vikes* tennis sche- season; and next season the counts as a touch,
gie Redetzke and Jan Spivey
class by forfeit, ami big John dule for this year, but he has Vikes hope to begin inter-col- The Viking fencers have been will be the big top’s dancing
Chapman and Phil Prange gar- lined up some rugged opposi- legiate competition on a non- practicing on the standard 3' troupe. Trapeze artists for the
tiered top honors in the 177 and tion for his nelters Marquette, conference basis.
by 30' mat and have had sever- show will be Bev Becker, Ja n 
lieavyw eight divisions re spec- Ripon, Stevens Point, and Osh- Instructor Leonard Rasev of al five point lx>uts. In bouts, ice Clapp, Janet Dolan, Lynn
tively.
kosh State are already on the Oshkosh, who teaches the sport the students have experiment- Semple, Sally Steele, and Caro
The competition w as \aluable schedule for this year and the for the Oshkosh recreation de-ed w ith both French and ltal- line Tichenor.
becausc it gave some of the Viking mentor hopes to add part ment as well as for Law- ian type foils and various type Swimmers appearing in the
frosh grapplers a chance to Carleton and St. Olaf to the rence, has 20 avid Vike fencers, grips.
finale will be Mrs. Bateman.
gather a few honors, and also list. The annual Midwest con- Rascy learned his fencing at Showing most potential for I«eslie Gilbert, Jeanie Jac k 
some of the boys v\ho did not ference tennis meet will be the Milwaukee YMCA. and has inter-collegiate competition are son, Kay Murray, Peggy Ste
wrestle too consistently this held at Lawrence thiN year taken instructions from Tony Tom Diener, Gene Scholler and wart and Sue Willem.
•cason for \ike’s mat squad.
May 20 21, giving Viking fans Mai.%. former national chain- Ron Torrence. Other leading Carol Mayer will be the nar
It is the hope of Coach liesel-an opportunity to w atch the pion of Italy.
candidates are Gerry Fahrner. rator for the Aquafin produc
ton that more boys will enter in- conference's finest players in To enter inter collegiate fenc- Dave Anderson and Dick Brad- tion. There will be no admis
to thc competition next >ear.
action.
ling, each participant must be burg.
sion charge.

Tennis Team Hopes Hinge on
Two Sophs, One Letterman
Practice Begins April 12;
Sprowl Hopes for Full Roster

Hold All-College
Wrestling Bouts

Aquafin Selects
Circus Theme for
Annual Show

Classic Sport of Foils, Masks
G aining in Campus Popularity

Bad Weather
Keeps Golfers
Indoors 3 Weeks

After the Gun

A th le tic B o a r d
A pproves 2 4
L e tte r A w a r d s
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WITH HAGEN AND MORRIS!
ball letter winners, including
There wasn't much activity t^oclc- Coach Denny s thinclads
four of his five starters.
..
.
.
have a good chance to take
on the Lawrence sports scene the{r f jr * dual.mcet win of the
The letter and numeral winduring the past week, this be- season at the expense of the
'ners are varsity awards in bas
ing the annual interim between Redmen. The meet promises to Twenty-four Lawrence ath ketball: Seniors—Charles Cianand managers were cj0 la. Jim Overby, Dick Gast,
the winter and spring seasons, be a good one although there letes
Without a doubt, all Lawren- probably won't be too much awarded letters for participa- Jerome Hart, and Phil Weber}
juniors— Mike Gahagen, Robert
Although inclement weather tians f * ' a*er'* aw,a,t,nf ^ record-smashing taking place tion in winter sports.
arrival of the magnificent Ap- on the warped boards of the
>"
25 freshmen, one
M ™ t ll£
has been keeping the Lawrence pleton spring when the tennis gym floor. At any rate, you
golf squad from any extensive enthusiasts can head for the freshmen
have
your
first a manager, weie awarded nu- an(j Manager Don Laflin. In
outdoor workouts and thus fore-river bank, the golfers to the chance to see the fantastic L. merals for winter sports activ- wrestling they are: senior
ities.
Charles Cappetta, John Clay,
ing the Vike linksmen to do clubhouse bar at the “ Muni” Clary Winske in action,
most of their early practicing course, and the canoeing wor-l It looks like business at the The letters and other awards Ron ila,,; junior—Dick Berin, ger; sophomores—Al Bach, Jn n
indoors, they have been work shippers to that paradise on Al-Mar will slump In the near
future as the quad athletes pre will be given the athletes and Spars W|||ig Schmidt ln swiming out for almost three weeks J earth—Waupaca!
Hre:
seni<>rs—Jon
getting the winter kinks out of
Although you would never pare for their annual Greek managers at the college s an- m jng
nual
winter
sports
dinner
which
Jacobson
Goodrich
Gevaart,
their muscles.
games
which
will
be
held
soon
guess it from the looks of the
The weather and the indoor weather, some of the golfers after spring vacation. This will be held on next Monday i)avjtj McIntyre; juniors—J im
Schlick, Tom Sprackling; sophtrack room at Alexander gym were working out last week. meet js always good for a few night at the Appleton hotel.
Eleven of the 24 awards went ornores. Bob Kuelthau,
Rolf
has limited the early workouts It seenis that golf is no longer laughs and rumor has It that
to physical conditioning, and er the game for the idle bour the famous Greek athlete (ap to seniors. Coach Frosty i prowl p ehmel. Pete Dohr and Managn 0 Reran
putting.
geois, for Bernie has his propriately attired, of course) will lose five of his nine basket- er
Freshman awards in basketThe nucleus of this year’s linksmen going through ealis- who appeared in competition
golf team will be centered thenics and wind sprints in last year w ill be back again for night at Sage and he should be ball are Neil Ruck, John Stark,
ready to "ro ll" down the track Jim Owen, Bill Wood, Jon Petaround its two returning senior preparation for the coming this year’s meet.
erson, Frank Cole, Bert Elliott,
lettermen. John Purvis and season. Rumor has it that in
There has also been talk that on the big day.
Ron Kivell. Purvis p l^ e d fifth order to qualify for the team the “ Phis” , going all-out for a In closing, congratulations to Tom Kayser. Jack Leatham. J .
in the conference meet held at this year, you’ve got to be victory, are going to enter their all of those new' members of the Robert Martin, Robert Thurow,
the Municipal golf course last able to run a SO second qtiar- explosive dashman, "Jowls " L ” club and here’s hoping that Fred Weeman, Don Wolf and
year and Kivell was ninth, five ter mile. Good luck, Friar!
Brunswick. From all available a little new blood w ill bring Manager Maury Cain. In iwiin*
strokes behind Purvis.
The Vike trackmen resume reports, it seems that the "little about a little more " L ” club ac- ming the freshman awards are!
Dave Bethe, Bob Grossenbaek,
Aside from Purvis and Kivell indoor action this weekend host- bear” is rapidly "rounding” In- tivity on campus
See you next week . . . AFT- Don Si ben horn, Joseph Cyswesthe Vike links picture is dim jng Ripon at the Alexander gym to shape by refusing that
ki and Craig Castle.
since they are the only two re- Saturday afternoon at two o’- tempting third dessert every ER THE GUN!
turning monogram winners.
..... - .......
> ■
............ .........—
Currently fighting it out .for the
remaining berths on the squad
are John Brunswick, Cornie
Young, Kent Zeiman, Jack
Jackson, Guy Farman, Bill
Cuntz and Paul Morton.
Coach Bernie Heselton says
that the field is wide open and
>^Tiaa« iWl
anyone who thinks that he
would like to try out for the
golf team should report to him
at the gym to begin workouts
WHAT’S THIS? For solution *ee parogroph below*
immediately. Lawrence’s first
golf match is set for two weeks
after spring vacation against
Stevens Point State Teacher’s
college.

LUCKY DROODLES! LOADS OF LAUGHS

T he

r e m a in d e r

of

th e

s c h e d u le

i*

a*

follow*:
A p r i l : » — M ich ig an T e e h , h e r * .
M a y 2— M a r q u e t t e A 0 » h k * » h , h e r * .
M a y 7— R i p o n , t h e r e .
M ay
11— O s h k n v h , t h e r e .
M a y 14— R i p e n , h e r e .
M a y 20-21— c o n f e r e n c e m e e t , A l C o * .

N a m e A ppointm ents
For Phi T au Positions
President P. C. Homes made
the following appointments in
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity,
to committee chairmanships.
Social. John Moore, Fred Stev
ens, co-chairmen; rushing, Neil
Lien; ritual, Dave Anderson;
steward. Jack Schrader; editor
Bill Swanstrom; athletic, Hal
Homann, Tom Melchert, cochairmen; activities, Dick Holleran; scholarship, Phil Burck;
song, John Wichman, Dave Bethe; house manager,
Sam
Roose; flower, Wayne Lemke.
The following were elected to
be officers for the coming year:
president, P. C. Homes; vicepresident. John Wichman; cor
responding secretary, Hal Ho
m ann;
recording
secretary,
Fred Brechler; treasurer, Ed
Howe.

STUDENTSI

E A R N *2 5 !
Lucky Droodle** are pour
ing in! Where are yours?
We pay $2.r» for all we use,
and for many we don’t uhe.
So send every original
Droorijr- in your noodle,
with ifmdescriptive tide, to
Lucky Droodle. P. O. Bo«
67, New York M>, N. Y.
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LA ST SUN SET SUN
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Judy Gendreau
Marquette University

Robert L. Wright
University of Virginia

.

■/o f a s f e . b e t t e r .

NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE, you’ll pet more pleasure from
your cigarette if it’s a Lucky Strike. That’s the point of the
Droodle above, titled: Three deep-sea divers enjoying Luckies.
You get deep-down smoking enjoyment from Luckies because
they taste better. Why do they taste better? That’s easy to
fathom. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then,
that tobacco is toasted to taste better. “ It's l \ x u i t e d , r — the
famous Lucky Strike process—tones up Luckies’ light, mild,
good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better . . . cleaner,
fresher, smoother. So, when it’s light-up time, light up the
better-tasting cigarette . • . Lucky Stride.

Heftea taste Luckies... L U C X I E S T A S T E B E T T E R ..C2eane/t, Faeslt0i,^MOotltcai
tA.T.Co.
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------------- from your kaleidoscope
president
fraternity forum
fro m the editorial b o a rd

BY JAN CAIN
Everytime I read in this col
umn about someone's fond reThe SEC members and I are memberances for a childhood
m<He than pleased with the ex- toy j thjnk Gf my kaleidoscope,
t
l>y 1Im‘
resides to this day in a toy
chest in the playroom. I know
plying for the
it is still there but at the very
SEC jobs unbottom of the chest and if I
der 1 h « new
were to dig for it I would find,
like an archeologist, the relics
^ u r e ” NeecU
of an early era.
less t0 say, we
I received it for Christmas
c o u l dn’t be
when I was seven and I loved
positive in the
it more than any other gift. I
beginning that

took it with me everywhere
like other girls take dolls and
every night just before Moth
er turned out the light I
would turn it slowly, memor
What about convocation? This is probably one of the
izing the designs to be savor
most “cussed” and discussed topics on campus. However
ed later in the darkness.
in the past there has been little opportunity to give conOne day in March 1 came
Structive consideration to the problem. The joint studenthome from school with my best
faculty committee on Extra-Curricular Activities has taken
friend and found that no one
an indirect step in rectifying this situation through the
was
home. We were going out
formation of the Fraternity Forum discussion series, the
to play but first I had to look
first of which will discuss the convocation problem.
through my kaleidoscope. From
It seems to us that through the consideration of topics
past experience 1 had found
of general or specific interest to the Lawrence community,
that the designs looked best
when I lay on the floor and
the Fraternity Forum can justly claim a position of merit would ^b e ^a s
looked up towards the lamp
Challoner
on the admittedly overcrowded list of extra-curricular great as we
light.
activities. These informal discussions can foster a con- hoped; but the applications
I was turning it fast watch
structive attitude of reappraisal of current policies in addi- have far overshadowed our
ing the quick changes when
tion to an increased awareness of the individual’s position anxieties and the success of the
1 felt something in my eye.
I sat up with a jerk and
in his community.
program 18 as5Ured'
Our optimism arises not
screamed to my friend who
Perhaps we have become too optimistic concerning the only from the number of stu
We are writing this essay or was in the living room pick
potential of this activity and will see this optimism shat dents showing interest but whatever it is, as a reminder ing out “ I Have a Dear Lit
tered by a turnout of only the few who can tear themselves also from the abilities of the to the writers on campus; tle Dplly” on the piano.
away from their television, card games, and bull sessions applicants. Interested s t u  whether they aspire to the Clutching at my eye I ran
“ blood and guts” school, or the
for an hour. No, we are not going into an impassioned dents have not been pushed “ lilacs by the river” school. to the bathroom to look in
into something or kept from
the mirror. But it hurt so
tirade condemning student apathy; it would be folly to be applying by pressure of the The Contributor deadline is Ap much and I was crying so
gin. Rather, we only wish to urge you to take a look next social groups; but rather ril 1 , which coincides with the hard I couldn’t s e e . I sat
have had time to think about deadline for the poetry, short down on the cold tile floor
T'uesday evening.
In order for the Fraternity Forum to justify its existence the job and plan a program story, critical and informal es- and cried harder. My friend
and then apply entirely un- say contests,
was crying too. When I pried
011 campus it must perform a valid function and be worthy der
their own volition.
I The deadline is somewhat my eye open, she managed
ol student support. We feel it can perform this service if Under the former system earlier than we would like to to see a small piece of red
given the chance.
there was usually only one can- have it owing to the fact that glass. She started jumping up
didate for each position from contest entries are not judged and down frantically saying,
each
Greek group. There migh^ here on campus, but are judged “ Don’t let it fall down the
from the editorial b o a rd
have been two or three quali- by the faculty of another col- hole in the middle of your
ficd or interested people in that
0ur faculty in turn judges eye!”
group who were not nominated their student work. All work She kept saying it over and
because of social pressure or turned in for the contest must OVer again. Blindly 1 pulled
What is so rare as a good day in Convo? In a word because they didn’t want to be accompanied by a carbon niyself to my knees and hung
stand up in the meeting and copy^which will remain with mv head over the bathtub. Fin• . . nothing!
nominate themselves. This sysContributor board until ajjy
pain went away but I
Last 1hursdas, foi a pleasant and stimulating change,
jlas demonstrated its sue- Publication. Needless to say, all refused to move. I don’t know
Convo (to use a well-known expression) “had it.”
cess in alleviating this prob- c°Py wU1 be returned by the how long j stayed in that position but it was not until Mother
A few weeks ago, the school invested $450 to get 5 cents lem. We have received appli- on<* uf ,tu> V(‘al •
worth of culture from a humble child prodigy (he said so), cations for a single job from at Bv
now aU of vou have seen picked me up in her arms that
least one copy of the Con I stopped sobbing.
On Honors day, a witty, worldly, and wry little man impartI had loved it but it had
_ .
...
t i
i j
r
„ r \ C.reek group; and students who tributor, so it is unnecessary
ed a wealth of knowledge for little return in the form of are particularly interested in a to describe it. There have frightened me. so I never look
monetary compensation.
jcertain job have stood up and been comments, just and un ed into it again. I'll ne\er for
and good and bad crit get how it frightened me nor
Those of you who’ve been around here for several years submitted themselves as can just;
icism. This is a fine thing. will 1 ever forget its lovely de
can recall last year’s crusade for a convocational rebirth didates.
Without interest the Contrib signs. So you see 1 can never
All of the above seems
see m s to
. . . the seed was planted, but unfortunately the plant bears indicate that the new pro utor would die the horrible throw it away.
fruit all too infrequently! In other words, we don’t have cedure is a well-qualified suc death of the Sadie Hawkins
enough of the faculty speaking in convo, to say nothing of cess and all of us who had a Dance (a sometime Lawrence
The residents of Lawrence
“ tradition” .)
few reservations can forget
the faculty who avoid convo, like we want to.
We don’t want to be corny house extend their deepest
Time and time again when a faculty member does take about them. The mecha to the extent of saying that and sincerest sympathies to
nism’s present success is a
the time to enlighten us during the Lawrence siesta hour key to several things in the this is your Contributor, be the former residents of South
House, wherever they may
(Thursday at 11:00), we realize how important and worth future. It is the start of more cause it isn’t. It can be yours, be
dispersed over the face of
if
you
read
it.
write
for
it,
per
while their messages are.
efficient and interested man haps even edit it. But the mere this campus. We cannot ex
We hereby suggest and implore the convo committee to agement of the SEC’s varied fact of paying for it does not press the grief felt at the
spend their meagre sum more wisely. Pay these men and functions- The interest and make it belong to you. It be- death of South House. We
j longs to the people who are in can only indicate our par
women who live with us, strive to educate us, and cut convo
ticipation in the sorrow that
with us ,to come before us, and speak as a few of their col- operations. This key also terested in it, and respect what can only be truly felt by
it can be to the extent that
leages have done.
seems to be opening another they will take the time to hon those intimately associated
with her. She was a kind and
Many thanks to Dr. Craig Thompson who proved once dowr by. *‘vin* a ,uore so,id estly criticize it.
again that our faculty can attain what others can not
foundation for interest and
Let us repeat ourselves In loving mother to all those
bold type Deadline April 1. Es who knew her. Hers was a
Convo with value. Just imagine what our faculty could say
says, sketches, poems, short warmth seldom met with in
f ° r 54501
Previously the elections were stories'; turn them in to the this age. We shall not soon
relatively unorganized and un- contributor board.
see her equal again. And so
. 1 cnrM A # t r v iv l
impressive for the students
we bid her “ ave atque vale.’*
Dave Jones and Ed Rubovits.
• ■& f l O v w T O I f •
elected as well as the student
.
body. The new procedure has
Hah. r le on Lawrentians. Fie on faculty, fie on students, given a solid foundation upon
fie on the administration, fie on no classes. We are prob- which a more efficient student
ably one of the few compuses to boast that one of our Greek fiovcrnmcrn and the resulting
student body interest and sup
groups owns a Saint Bernard. Therefore we have no earth port can be built.
ly reason to shut down for a few measly snow flakes. What
Dave Challoner

melting
pot

w h a t price convo?

would our founding fathers say? Where is our pioneer
spiiit? We probably have more winter sports equipment propose telecasts
per square foot than any other campus this side of Alaska.
Lawrentians love snow . . . they go on winter weekends for class lectures
. . . they sponsor a ski team . . . they have an ice rink Students at Stephens College,
in the middle of the campus . . . they wear White Stag Columbia, Mo. will enjoy a
products better than professional models . . . but they don’t closed circuit television net
work on their campus. The pro
go to classes when it snows. Two feet of drifting snow' on posal is to begin a system
the second day of spring is an interesting thing. So Law- whereby
approximately
so
rent tans troop en masse to the union, glorying in their free- viewers will be able to hear
dom form academic persuits. And we say FIE! At least sPeeches #iven l>y a master
make snow angels, or construct a snowman
teacher. After the twenty-min-
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You were seen driving it . . . Where is it? "

